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0 of 0 review helpful Recommended by a Stranger at the Range By Ricky Dee I was hitting balls at the now defunked 
Brookpark Range in early April of 2010 when a tall stranger took the spot next to me I watched as he banged out one 
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perfect shot after another seemingly with little effort He watched me struggle for a while and we started chatting His 
name was Jerry and he was just passing through Cleveland to visit his As millions of golfers will attest mastering a 
strong consistent and accurate golf swing is no easy feat Yet as leading golf swing analyst Maxine Van Evera Lupo 
shows in this revolutionary book any golfer by focusing on the 15 fundamentals and following the step by step 
instruction for each can master the proper moves and positions that ensure a correct and controlled swing Using this 
sequential method of instruction the author clearly examines each swing part This comprehensive fully illustrated 
guide to the golf swing details fifteen fundamentals that every golfer must master to produce a smooth repeatable error 
free swing Maxine Lupo offers an outstanding analysis of the elements that make up such a swing in 
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